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Assalamualaykum, Shalom and Greetings

Today I am blessed to publish my spiritual
journey which I never thought it could be
written in a book, in such a way that people
around the world could access to this contents,
not only from my website but also through
Amazon and other International publishers.

The visions I have, had crossed many paths of
many religions. The visions somehow
eliminated so much gaps which had divided us
for many centuries.

The knowledge received from the unseen world
of Ālam al-Ghayb in a form of vivid dreams,
were guided by the presence of the Divine
nature, who had been watching over the
children of the end times.

This book was named after the words given to
me as the Glory of God (Keagungan Tuhan).
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There were not just one dream I had but
innumerable words and signs I had received
through my soul journey in the unseen world. I
gathered my strengths to write and to compile
under His guidance and blessings. He will send
down His soldiers to distribute and to spread the
Glory of God to the world. I had been guided
and given ‘time’ to write to the end of the page
of this book.

I had went through ups and downs, the
bittersweetness of life, all was written in the
Lauhul Mahfudz (the record books). My faith in
God was unshakeable, trusted Him in whatever
been said and I read His words as the wisdom
of God.

I have been showered with the gems of
spiritualism, the clues and the signs that led me
to live in the Glory of God. I thanked God for
giving a protection to this physical body from
being disturbed by the busyness of this world.
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Alhamdulillah all praise to Allah. 25 years of
discovering layers of self after self, in
subconsciousness and unconsciousness seeking
enlightenment from the science of AlMighty.

I had been taught from my childhood time to
live life in Islamic way, blessed to be raised
amongst the pious family, where my parents
were the earliest to embrace Islam as ‘ad deen’.
Not only my father was a sufi traveller from the
tabligh circle but the whole family were brought
to live in a moderate life while embracing Islam
values together.

I was put to learn and to memorize the Quran in
several religious villages during my childhood
and I remembered how easy the sacred verses of
the Quran had been into my pure soul.

Though I was a rebellious child, I went to seek
for spiritual enlightenment beyond Islamic
syari’a, on my own, at age 24.
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I left my family, my father who was so contend
to tabligh syari’a way and I went to seek my
own path. I met with the spritual awliya guru
who guided me through the study of the
messages from the unseen Ālam al-Ghayb. The
evidence of practices and seeing things were so
much different from the studying of the syari’a
way.

My book is the Glory of God, the writing of my
journey seeking for enlightenment from the
Divine source. I am giving away the most
valuable knowledge in me, that I believed is the
most relevant for the children of the end times
and may God guided you through.

I rode the path of ‘Ihsan’ (kindness) to
musyahadah (witness), and I valued the
greatness of God and His Majesty that showed
me how my faith had opened up more unseen to
be seen and more unknown to be known.
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I was convinced by my faith in God that I am
spreading the righteous words to you, for you to
read (iqra’) and to learn.

To believe in the unseen is a major part of Faith.
Know that the Hell is unseen, Eden is unseen,
Angels are unseen, the punishment are unseen,
even Allah, and the Lord of the Universe is
unseen.

May you be blessed. He the most merciful and
the most gracious.

Thank you. Wassalam.

IBUNDA
VOLUME 1 2021
Website www.mimpiku.id

http://www.mimpiku.id
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Summary of the Book

I took my time to translate from Malay
manuscript into English, for its chance to be
published internationally. The writing work
only happened as soon as I received the last
dream about my death letter. I doubt if I could
had ever completed this work should there be no
warning.

The book is about the Glory of God, who sent
down His words so we could learn the essence
of the knowledge through my dreams, where
dreams are the most part of the purest divine
nature, without desire and mind.

I summarized the content of this book, starting
from the dreams around my lineage, my silsila
of hundred years ago through the connections
with the ancient figures from the past to now
life.
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From the beginning of the knowledge, I was
introduced to the Unseen, the Goddess, the
Shinto that appeared to me as the ‘greetings’
from the ancient sources.

Then I walked through the path of purification,
to first meet with the Father of us all, Adam. In
the message, I knew I was from His lineage of
Bani Adam. I was showed that my flesh and
blood were indeed holy from the beginning, as I
was known in the Unseen world as the Goddess
of Wisdom (Ratu Ilmu Putih).

I was saved from gog and magog of the end
times in my meeting with Iskandar Zulkarnain,
the Alexander. I also learnt that my path had
crossed over the old scriptures of Avesta by a
glimpse of my eye which I recognized the
leader of Magi (Majusi), Zoroaster.
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I was taken to be cleansed from misdeeds and
sins as they read me, vetted me, judged me and
acknowledged my visits to the unseen world.

They are the Lords, the Rulers, the Ministers for
each borders to the Unseen world, Ālam al-
Ghayb.

I met with them, the Saviour Lords; Muhammad,
Isaiah and Moses, to acknowledge that my path
is the path of many religions, where the Unseen
had opened the gates to their Kingdoms.

My pillars of faith had grew stronger with these
dreams over times.

I had been given the chance to send off my
father’s return to Rahmatullah (the afterlife)
with Bismillahi Rahmanir Rahim.

I compiled this book, knowing that my life has
come to an end.
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My timeline is short, though I find it long to
endure in this world, but He had given me the
knowledge, the essence of my prayers that
allowed me to recognize Him and His Ministry.

Regardless what religion you embraced, the
enlightenment will reach to those believers who
have faith in themselves, in their dreams.
Though dreams seem a little simple, confusing,
unknown, unpractical, mysterious, dark, cloudy,
foggy…but that’s alright. Have faith in them
and God will open your hijab, your eyes, your
veil to see the truth underneath the foundation
of your religion.

I'm not tired of being taught, read, taught and
read again from the unseen and seen world.
They are all around me guiding me through the
path of the righteous.

I was taken to hell and was showed my downfall.
I died and live and died and live again. These
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events had formed fear but I valued them and
my faith had protected me from the Iblis (Satan)
Kingdom.

These are the miracles from God unto me.

May the book gives you the wisdom, the help to
discover yourself and layers of self. Remember,
every missionary in finding oneself and finding
God, all is written. Your sadness, your
happiness in the journey of discovery, all is
vetted.

Your story timeline is short.

My early 20s has come to late 40s. The timeline
catched up so quick to my realisation. 25 years
of learning spiritual gems is not a short period.

I developed my spiritual learning as young as
age 24 where, I wrote every single details in my
diary and uploaded them into my website before
all is written in this book.
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